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ABSTRACT 

This work questions our relationship to time and cosmic 

phenomena that occur on scales in space and time far 

beyond human perception. In UNRESOLVED SUN / 

SOLEIL IRRÉSOLU, these phenomena are made tangible 

by a thin disc of green fluorescent liquid inhabited by 

mobile and ephemeral vibrations, in an unusual visual and 

sound landscape. Thanks to a complex optical device and 

precise adjustment, the light that passes through the layer is 

projected onto the adjacent wall in the form of a large 

orange disc deformed by storms. The space deployed in the 

imagination results more from music than from 

choreography. The small green fluorescent disc and the 

large projection then behave like a sound material 

composed of textures and rhythms. The sonic material is 

derived from the real and historical astrophysical 

observation of the crab Pulsar, a remnant neutron star of the 

gigantic explosion of a supernova never reported, the first 

object in space observed with a radio telescope to pulse at 

audible frequency.  

CCS CONCEPTS 
Fine arts; media arts; sound and music computing. 

KEYWORDS: art installation; cosmos exploration; vibration; 
sound design; modular synthesis; light manipulation; data 
materialisation, time reversal, origin, irreversibility, causality. 

1. ARTISTIC INTENTION
A muted vibration, a space that hesitates to unfold, an orange 
disc, tormented by primordial storms, a big torn mouth of an 
undecided cosmos. 

Figure 1: UNRESOLVED SUN / SOLEIL IRRÉSOLU 

Labofactory (artistic collactive) Jean-Marc Chomaz and 
Laurent Karst. 

At a distance from this red and vibrant sun, three slender black 
forms have initiated a dialogue, duality of lines, reversibility of 
the rays. In the centre of the black cylinder, a thin liquid lens 
pulses, a landscape of networked light waves, insoluble, hesitant 
and mobile quadrature. The other two shapes seem to lean over 
this microcosm, two large sticks or sceptres commanding a 
kingdom of light: one is thin, the other finished with a cone 
whose concave base is identical in size to the luminous lens. 
Faced with this device, at the rhythm of the waves travelling 
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through the thin liquid layer, the large disc is torn and then 
calmed down, an unsolved sun of the origins, a memory of the 
primitive moment when the flow of time had not yet decided on 
the slope.    

2. THE SOUND SPACE

The sound space of the undecided Sun was conceived by Jean-
Marc Chomaz and Greg Louis, composer, based on the radio 
signals emitted by the Pulsar du Crabe. The composition work 
uses the frequency data emitted by the pulsar available in the 
scientific literature since its discovery in 1968 and extrapolates 
them until the appearance of this residual neutron star from the 
supernova explosion in the Crab galaxy in 1054 recorded in 
Chinese astronomical surveys. In the installation, this vibration 
partition of the pulsar is played by perpetually going back in 
time to its appearance in 1054 and the storms of this unresolved 
sun are directly produced by the sound waves emitted in the 
exhibition space that the visitor experiences with his body.  
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